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About This Software

Share the heavy lifting of intense programs and keep virtual activities separate, but connected seamlessly between two
computers. This versatile, secure, and affordable software solution lets you control two machines using one keyboard and mouse

without the hassle of extra cables or the hardware needed for a traditional switch.

Creatives love the ability to retain their formatting when they use Multiplicity to seamlessly copy and paste content from one PC
to another. Designers and editors alike use seamless mode to run editing programs alongside their intense graphic design
applications without experiencing lag, stutter, or drop in frame rate. Audio sharing lets you listen to sound from both PCs

without switching headsets and speakers.

If you run two computers when you're gaming, streaming, or video-sharing, Multiplicity can keep your PC running optimally.
Use your laptop or another machine for additional tasks while you play without having to constantly switch back and forth

between keyboards.

Multiplicity’s seamless mode allows you to establish a keyboard and mouse connection between your two computers while
they’re adjacent to each other and on the same network. You can stack your displays and move easily between them, or create a

virtual laptop “docking space” that will easily reconnect every time it comes back within proximity.

If you use multiple PCs on a regular basis, Multiplicity is the solution you’ve been looking for.

Features:
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 Switch seamlessly between 2 PCs with one mouse and keyboard

 Copy and paste files, folders, text, and images between PCs

 Hot Keys for quick access to other PCs

 Listen to audio from multiple PCs through one PC
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Title: Multiplicity
Genre: Accounting, Animation & Modeling, Audio Production, Design & Illustration, Education, Photo Editing, Software
Training, Utilities, Video Production, Web Publishing
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Playing on oculus.
\u2022Multiplayer is none existent, as there are no servers online.
\u2022For oculus users, controls are messed up, your in game hands are fitted in such way that they would feel natural on vive
controllers, but on uculus your hands feel dislocated.
\u2022Gun game isn\u2019t that bad, but if compared to PavlovVR it\u2019s mostly 4\/10, devs tried to do something, and at
half way they said \u201cahg score this, it\u2019s gonna good enought\u201d
\u2022They way you store your guns, nades is uncomfortable, the way you hold your gun is meeeh
The way you reload your gun is similar to pressing R on keyboard and seeing its being done automatically.
\u2022Overall esstetic of the game isn\u2019t good either, from the start you are created with 30seconds of some
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 song with loud sounds of passing rainstorm, and it\u2019s just keeps on going on and
on and on... but wait there is more, instead of implementing language technology into game its self they just write everything in
3 languages at the same spot. So when ever you see something written on box or door, you first see some Chinese and Korean
language, and then English, and it\u2019s not that good of English either.
The only positive thing is price, atleast it\u2019s not 30ish EUR, and I could see someone actualy picking this up and playing,
but personally me, even after tutorial and first lvl I wanted to puke.

TLDR
Graphics - 7\/10
Sounds - 5ish\/10
Gameplay - 5\/10
Skill - 7\/10
Controls - 3\/10
. This is a simplistic strategy game similar to Eufloria, and highly reminiscent of command school in Ender's Game. The game is
an excellent demonstration of the timelessness of simple strategy games like chess and, to a lesser extent, checkers: very easy to
pick up, but endlessly different possibilities that keep you coming back for more.

Highly recommended for at least a quick try as this is an independently developed game offered for free. While adding extra
features might betray the minimalist approach, it could be worth a shot to add an extra twist to the experience. If multiplayer is
released, this will undoubtedly be a must-have for quick 10 minute strategy battles on the Vive.. I didnt mind Pale Moon Crisis.
There were some poor design choices most likely due to the much of the original game being cut.

Needing to eat a chocolate bar every 10 minutes becomes annoying especially when paired with the 3 key part of the game
which has you walking back and forward using trial and error.

Otherwise Pale Moon Crisis reminds me of a less gritty side scroller of the original resident evil game.. Wow, this game is
incredibly boring.

There was once a free game called Box Head, and I remember that being a genuinely good game.

That was somewhate 10 years ago.

In 2017 you can pay £4 for a game which rips off the boxhead IP, and yet doesn't rip off any of its good features.

For whatever reason they decided this game needs a limited field of view. The controls aweful and the game play is just
repetitive.

There is no sense of challenge or accomplishment. Just click and shoot and go backwards!. I played Trials HD up until Evolution
came out, which I played until Fusion came out. I have a fair amount of experience with the modern trials games, and have been
a supporter of RedLynx for some time. When fusion came out, I beat it, then I took a break from the Trials franchise, only
playing it in a drunken rage with friends. Seven months pass, and I decide to start up Fusion one evening fo some nostalgic
motor bike \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t, and much to my pleasant surprise, a ton of DLC has been
released! So while im in the game, I buy the Season Pass. This is where things start to go wrong.
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My heart starts pounding in the anticipation for some brand new tracks. I enter career mode, slide over to the dlc levels, and see
that they're all still locked.

"Well, thats not right," I thought to myself. "Maybe it never downloaded the DLC since I'm still in the game."

So I close the game and check the DLC section of the Steam client, only to find that the DLC has, in fact, been installed.

"Alright, maybe I just needed to restart the game for it to recognise that I bought the DLC."

I start the game up again, head to career mode, slide over to the DLC levels, and see that they're still locked.

"Well what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665!" I scream at 2 am, waking my parents in the next room.

"Jesus Christ Devon, shut the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up!" my dad yells.

"You wouldn't understand, Dad. It's not just a game, it's a lifestyle! I NEVER ASKED TO BE BORN!" i retort.

So I start to do some investigating, and find the code for the season pass in my steam profile.

"No, it can't be," I whisper, as to not awaken the wrath of my parents once again. I enter the download section of Trials Fusion
and find a code redemtion screen.

"I can't believe this. I live in the 21st century, and through an all digital purchase, RedLynx is going to make me enter a code?
What madness has this world come to?"

An emptiness starts to consume me. I feel sick, but I must continue forward in the name of new tracks. With the code
redemption screen open, I press tab and shift, the universal keyboard code to summon the almighty steam overlay and view my
code. Only, I can't. The steam overlay won't open in this menu.

"May the Gods, both Old and New, aid me in my hour of need," I pray.

I extend my shaking hand to reach for my phone, and I begin copying down the code. I feel weird and oddly cold now. I return
to the code redemtion screen, and begin manually transferring the code over to the game. A feeling consumes me more and
more with each letter entered. I feel like a heathen, like my Gods have abandoned me. There is no respite, only the
overwhelming emptiness overcomming me during this barbaric ritual. I enter the last letter and press enter. Hoping for this
arduous task to finally be behind me, I almost faint when the game informs me that the code I have entered is invalid.
Apparently, you need to capitalise the letters of the code. A single tear runs down my cheek as I begin again. I press enter once
more and collapse when the success screen pops up. I hold my knees to my chest and begin to cry. Not like a manly cry, more
like a soft whimpering with tears.

Long story short, the tracks offered in the season pass aren't anything special, save yourself $20 and ten minutes and just stick to
the player created maps.

2\/10 would not buy again.. Just... WOW.. ! Things like this are the reason I bought VR. It is not using most complex objects
you can see, but the feeling you have... is something. I want more things like this. And I absolutely adore the way they
implemented real people in it. Still strying to figure out how... is it object with texture? Or some 3D video?. 7\/10: Assassin's
Creed Chronicles - Russia concludes the trilogy with the quick, 2.5D stealth action the series is known for and adds in some
gunplay to keep things fresh. An okay conclusion, made better if you've kept track of the Assassin symbols sprinkled through
the series and managed to crack the secret codes they contain.

Assassin's Creed - Russia starts out during the October Revolution just as things are reaching a fever pitch. The player starts out
as Nokolai Orelov, an Assassin who's just trying to emigrate to America before everything falls apart and must recover a
familiar and mysterious box from the house where the Bolsheviks are keeping the royal family before he can leave. Instead he
finds Anastasia, the last living member of the royal family, holding the box. Upon touching it, she is possessed by Shao Jun, the
assassin from the first title in the trilogy, and proceeds to kill her attackers and nearly turns on Nikolai before Anastasia regains
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control. Together, Nikolai and Anastasia must escape not only the Templars, but the Bolsheviks and everyone else looking to
unlock the secrets behind Anastasia's new skills.

Unlike the first two titles, Russia alternates between both Nikolai and Anastasia, with their respective abilities overlapping only
somewhat. Nikolai has more options available, from the non-lethal takedown to the various skills related to his rifle, while
Anastasia gets to use Helix abilities but must clearly choose between going fully lethal or avoiding detection entirely. While
most of the game continues to challenge players to either puzzle out their preferred way of traversing a level or outright race
through them as quickly as possible, Russia includes several target shooting sequences where Nikolai covers Anastasia as she
escapes, which are reminiscent of sniper games like Sniper Elite. Using Eagle Vision makes spotting targets nearly trivial,
though there are ways to complete these sections non-lethally for those looking for a much harder challenge.

As before the points you earn are based on your approach throughout the level, which in turn unlock better abilities if you earn
enough in the level. The ranking works the same way as it did in India, with Shadow being the most rewarding approach,
followed by Silencer and ending with Assassin. The result is a very linear experience not only in terms of level progression but
in player advancement as well, since the illusion of having multiple play styles for beating a level is undermined by the clear
hierarchy of how many points one earns using one over the other(s).

Artistically, Russia uses a style reminiscent of Soviet propaganda posters with a lot of red, white, and black throughout the
environment and cinematics. As before, hiding places are highlighted in green while climbable surfaces are colored red, which
still manage to stand out against the destruction and violence going on.

Assassin's Creed Chronicles - Russia is a decent conclusion to a brief, Asia-based trilogy. Quick and straightforward, with a nice
art style and a short secret ending that helps clear up how they connect to the main Assassin's Creed titles. Just make sure you've
kept an eye out for any Assassin's symbols throughout all three games and recorded the numbers they conceal so you can unlock
the ability to watch it instead of being left hanging.
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This game is great.
And I'm not supposed to give my opinion BUT
They ruined the game by making it pay to win.
Unless you are prepared to give around 70 euros for the full game, it's not worth it.
Don't get me wrong, I love this game, But they are too greedy.
They should focus more on their main game Faeria and keeping the community alive then
trying a new game while the old still needs support.. Not bad for a HO game. Decent enough story, and some decent logic
puzzles.
. A great puzzle game about sliding block in tight spots to group by color.

Where the old Klotski could get repetitive, Blockwick never repeats the same configuration and introduces special blocks to
keep things interesting.

Each level has the chance of being solved or illuminated. Even if a level is hard, you can move to the next level if you find a
hidden pearl. If you find a hard level you can at least move on and come back later.

The set of Basic levels added after the initial release is easier than the normal levels but they are still some extra fun.

Very recommended if you're the thinker type.

Small cons:

* Undo is limited to one movement. After that there's only the option to restart the level. And even then, this is not too bad since
when you're stuck, trying a new fresh solution can be the best idea.
* Music is pleasant but the tracks are short and it will get repetitive. Easy to silence, of course.. It was fun, had a lot of new
weapons ands armor, but it was too short for a dlc. I recommend it though.
. I enjoy this software. The 3D movie player works wonderfully as long as the files contain -sbs or -ou according to the 3D
movie format. My only critique is that I wish I could look through my libraries the way I have them organized in Plex. I would
recommend this product if you're looking to watch plex movies in VR.. I loved the flash version and i'm really happy to see it on
steam. I am loving the new 3D mode and all the different kind of runs make it a game with a good variety.

But, I would like something to be changed. Instead of having randomized characters to play as, you should be able to unlock a
new character once you pass a certain amount of meters on a level. But anyway, buy this game.. Awful gave me the worst
motion sickness ive ever gotten from any video game (this games the only game thats given me motion sickness) Horrible game
design i would rather pay a homless man a dollar to kick me in the balls and spit on my face.. Boring, not enough content. Worst
VIVE bundle game.. Release Day Review:
So they fixed what was wrong in the early access, which is definitely a good thing. They cleaned up the UI a bit and fixed a
plethora of bugs and glitches. However, there still just isn't enough here to justify 20 dollars. When I first joined early access
with this game, I was expecting something much... more. The 2 things that make this game stand out is the Military Industrial
Complex (which is how you build your military ships) and the media-focused Diplomacy system (essentially by using the media,
you control how your population views another faction) which again are both really cool features. Everything else is kind of
watered down as far as 4X Turn-based strategy games go. I still recommend the game for people unfamiliar with the genre
because it's very easy to pick up but for anyone who has played SotS, GalCiv, or Sins, then you've pretty much tread this
territory before.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bCRnefNUFDA
Early Access Review:
"The usual 4X Strategy game. Similar to GalCiv or MOO yet with less personality. However, what it lacks in aesthetic, it makes
up for in functionality and straightforwardness. For example, it ignores the technobabble of say... Sword of the Stars and tells
you exactly what building something does. The Military Industrial Complex is a cool idea too... but you know what the best part
is? Space Frogs. You can play as Space Frogs. The universe is my pond and my enemies are but flies!"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vVLmJXxaV0
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